I. Introduction

Over the past two decades much attention has been paid to the role of natural resources in post-cold war conflicts in Africa. In particular, forested countries in West Africa have demonstrated a ‘paradox of plenty’, in which dependence on the extraction of and trade in high-value natural resources has contributed to economic and state decline and aided rebel group mobilization. While it is debated to what extent and under which conditions abundant resources in Africa increase the risk of conflict, it is clear that resource governance should form an intrinsic part of peacemaking and peacebuilding on the continent. Indeed, various national and international efforts have been implemented to this end, both during and after conflict. Examples include resource-specific export bans, possibly supported by peacekeepers on the ground; private–public certification schemes, such as the Kimberly Process for diamonds; negotiated revenue-sharing agreements with belligerents; and more long-term legal reforms to clarify property rights and root out illicit resource extraction and trade.

Although there is a growing repertoire of resource-related policy instruments and initiatives to end war, their success in achieving long-term peace is disputed for a number of reasons. Strategies to impede the trade in so-called conflict commodities are criticized for overemphasizing the economic dimensions of war and neglecting belligerents’ political grievances. In add-
ition, post-conflict legal reforms in resource sectors tend to strengthen the grip of central authorities over resources, at the expense of local resource-users who have no legal documents to prove their claims. In addition, the use of positive incentives—such as granting belligerents’ control over and access to resource-rich areas, revenues, businesses or key government positions—is controversial. In a way, such incentives reward violence and possibly incite new rounds of violence by those who feel insufficiently accommodated.

This paper investigates the peacebuilding potential of resource-governance strategies adopted in and towards mining sectors in Sierra Leone and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). Mining has been responsible for much of these countries’ post-colonial growth, but also for their downfall during the 1990s. Diamonds are the dominant resource in Sierra Leone, while the DRC harbours a variety of valuable resources, among which its metals contribute most to official foreign export earnings. Both countries’ mining sectors have been subjected to international interventions to defuse the war economy and to help reconstruction. While governments of Sierra Leone and the DRC as well as the international community express satisfaction with their respective approaches, the mining sectors in both countries remain highly volatile to conflict. Recent international news headlines tell the story: ‘Electronics groups alarmed after rebels take control of Congo tin source’ and ‘Sierra Leone: government probes unrest in diamond-mining area’. Of course, resource-fuelled violence does not stop overnight. Time is needed to create the capacity and political will among government agencies and within the international community to implement interventions and execute reforms. However, a more complete understanding of the link between resources and conflict may also point to issues that are being overlooked in current policy responses.

Section II of the paper introduces three analytical perspectives on the links between resources and conflict. Two case studies, on Sierra Leone (section III) and the DRC (section IV), briefly describe the background of the conflict followed by an analysis of resource-governance strategies implemented during conflict termination and peacebuilding periods. Finally, the conclusions (section V) reflect on the analytical perspectives together with the experiences in Sierra Leone and the DRC and draw policy lessons regarding peacebuilding strategies that confront conflict resources, accommodate rebel parties, and legalize extraction and trade.


II. Perspectives on natural resource conflict

During the 1980s ‘environmental security’ emerged as a new field of study specifically dedicated to explaining the relationship between security issues and the natural environment. The literature on environmental security is broad: it addresses interstate conflict, anti-state opposition and intercommunity struggles; it covers acute violent conflict as well as social disruption and human vulnerability; and it posits both environmental scarcity and abundance as causal factors. Within this field, three dominant perspectives have emerged: environmental scarcity, resource abundance and political ecology.

**Environmental scarcity**

The ‘environmental scarcity’ thesis examines the relationship between the declining availability of renewable natural resources such as fresh water, cropland, forests and fisheries and the populations of impact. Declining resource availability can result from three interacting processes: environmental degradation, increased demand and unequal distribution of natural resources. When such processes are severe, usually attributed to rapid population growth, they may engender resource capture and ecological marginalization. Resource capture occurs when powerful groups in society take control of scarce and therefore increasingly valuable resources, forcing less powerful groups to marginal areas. Ecological marginalization occurs when environmental degradation forces populations to move into ecologically fragile areas such as hillsides, tropical rain forests and areas at risk of desertification. Examples such as Haiti, Chiapas state in Mexico, Pakistan and Rwanda and are often referenced to demonstrate how environmentally induced marginalization and migration has prompted internal conflict and violence. Regarding the recent civil wars in West and Central Africa, the environmental scarcity thesis has the least relevancy.

**Resource abundance**

The ‘resource abundance’ thesis—also known as the ‘resource curse’—argues that the presence of non-renewable natural resources (e.g. oil, metals and gemstones) is often negatively related to a state’s economic growth. It suggests that state dependence on non-renewable natural resources and armed conflict are often present in this relationship. In relation to recent civil wars in West and Central Africa, the resource abundance thesis has gained increasing currency.

There is both a direct and indirect relationship between abundant resources and conflict. Directly, natural resources and associated revenues can provide groups with the means and the motives to fight, both instigating and prolonging conflict. The concept of ‘conflict resources’ has been used in
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reference to several recent armed conflicts in Angola, the DRC, Liberia and Sierra Leone. A narrow definition of ‘conflict resources’ was prompted by the United Nations General Assembly in relation to so-called ‘blood diamonds’, ‘which are used by rebel movements to finance their military activities, including attempts to undermine or overthrow legitimate governments’. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) usually have a broader definition of the term, like the one of Global Witness in relation to conflict timber, which applies to timber ‘that has been traded at some point in the chain of custody by armed groups, be they rebel factions or regular soldiers, or by a civilian administration, or its representatives, involved in armed conflict, either to perpetuate conflict or take advantage of conflict situations for personal gain’. This broad definition more accurately describes the complex political economy of warring countries where multiple actors use resources, not only to perpetuate warfare, but also to enrich themselves. In addition to these conventional notions of conflict resources, authors have also observed cases in which rebel movements have financed their struggles through the sale or trade of so called ‘booty futures’—that is, future rights to resources that are not yet under the seller’s control, either to a foreign firm or a neighbouring government.

In a more indirect manner, natural resource revenues can negatively affect a country’s economic and political stability. Resource revenues are believed to diminish a government’s incentives to innovate and diversify the economy, lead to the over-appreciation of national currency (negatively affecting non-resource exports) and leave the economy vulnerable to price shocks in commodity markets. Politically, resource revenues may undermine the responsiveness of state institutions. When accountability mechanisms are weak, non-tax revenues are easily diverted from state budgets, in turn increasing the opportunities for corruption, limiting public sector expenditure and damaging the credibility of the government.

**Political ecology**

The debate and criticism of both two theses—scarcity and abundance—has generated an alternative school of thought: political ecology. Political ecology concentrates less on environmental circumstances as causes of conflict
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and more on the social and political variables that mediate conflict risk in resource-scarce and abundant contexts. The political ecology approach examines issues of access, control and distribution of available resources and benefits. It focuses on how institutions and power relations define the nature of communities and state-society interactions, which ultimately determines how resources are turned into assets for some and liabilities to others. For example, researchers have pointed to how post-independence states in the southern hemisphere often inherited and refined colonial institutions that vested absolute power over most natural domains in the national government, which carried out or permitted modes of resource appropriation that overruled pre-existing tenure arrangements and expropriated traditional users. The resilience of colonial concessionary systems—whereby host governments grant companies long-term access to resource rich territories in return for royalties—as a cornerstone of contemporary resource management systems in Africa provides a case in point.

III. Case study: Sierra Leone

Resource dimensions of the war in Sierra Leone

Sierra Leone’s diamond industry underpinned the country’s civil war from 1991 to 1999. Since the 1970s consecutive governments had used the industry for personal enrichment, keeping opposition groups at bay by selectively rewarding investors and enterprises, compliant customary chiefs and other local strongmen. Corruption associated with diamond revenues is widely believed to have created the pre-conditions of war by reducing the legitimacy of the state and by creating a socially excluded underclass. According to some commentators, a significant part of the underclass that joined the main rebel group, the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), consisted of artisan diamond miners and other marginalized rural youths from eastern parts of the country. It is therefore not surprising that diamond areas became important intermediate military objectives for rebels to fund their war efforts and pursue political and economic power.

Impeding and accommodating rebel groups

During the 1990s international resource-governance strategies were aimed at curtailing rebel groups’ access to diamonds. The government’s initial strategy was to simply regain control over diamond areas with military force.
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However, in 1999, unable to sustain their limited military victories and faced with countrywide chaos, the government shifted its strategy to accommodating rebel groups. Under the terms of the 1999 Lomé Peace Agreement the RUF leader, Foday Sankoh, received the dual post of vice-president and chairman of the Commission on the Management of Strategic Resources. During the year that the coalition government held, the appointment proved a failure. Sankoh was either incapable or unwilling to enforce the agreement within the RUF and, while banning all mining activities, allowed mining to continue in RUF-controlled areas. The RUF was finally neutralized through military intervention by British and Guinean troops in the summer of 2000. The RUF was also affected by the UN sanctions of 2000 on diamond exports from Sierra Leone but more importantly by sanctions on Liberian diamonds imposed in 2001, which cut off the opportunity for diamond trade from RUF-controlled sites through Liberian ports. In combination with the arms and timber embargoes on Liberia, the diamond embargo strained Liberia’s financial support of the RUF.

**Post-conflict governance reforms in the diamond sector**

Following the imposition of UN sanctions in 2000, the Sierra Leonean Government’s Gold and Diamond Department (GDD) started a diamond certification programme (as the sanctions did not apply to diamonds which were issued a certificate of origin to licensed exporters). Then, to increase the proportion of legally traded diamonds, the government’s Mines Department offices increased the number of small-scale mining licences—from 100 licences by the end of the war to 2400 by 2005. Holders of export licences (7 issued by 2005) can only buy diamonds from mining licence holders (2400 issued), licensed dealers (317 issued by 2005) or other licensed exporters, and transactions must be recorded and reported to local and national mining authorities.

In the first three post-war years, the value of GDD diamond exports increased from $10 million in 2000 to $75 million in 2003. The steep increase of exports continued after Sierra Leone signed up to the Kimberly Process in 2003, reaching $141 million in 2005, but falling back to $125 million in 2006. However, diamonds exported by licence holders still form only a portion of the total value of national diamond production, modestly estimated as $250–300 million for 2005 by the United States Department of State. According to the World Bank, missed export taxes on illegally exported diamonds could amount to $3 million per year.
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Furthermore, officially exported diamonds are not necessarily legal by all standards. Diamond-trade GDD certificates of origin are issued to exporters without full evidence of legal sale from diamond mine to the exporter, and there is no law that requires the origin of diamonds or the names of intermediaries to be mentioned on the certificate. It is of no surprise then that local commodity chain analysis shows that diamonds from unlicensed mines and stolen diamonds from licensed mines in Sierra Leone enter the legal trade. These loopholes offer a way in which unlicensed mines are made profitable and by which artisan miners can profit in an industry in which their labour is valued at less than $1 per day.

In 2001, to provide an incentive for diamond miners and chiefdoms to engage in legal diamond mining, the Sierra Leonean Government set aside a quarter of the 3 per cent export tax to be put into a Diamond Area Community Development Fund (DACDF). On the basis of the number of licences issued in diamond-producing chiefdoms, funds were allocated first to the paramount chiefs directly and later to Chiefdom Development Committees (CDCs). The funds encourage these traditional authorities to monitor and accelerate the legalization of mining activities. In 2004 reports of mis-spending and self-enrichment led to a temporary suspension of DACDF disbursement. Presently, local council oversight of DACDF spending has improved and accountability in spending procedures has increased. Nevertheless, commentators argue that the DACDF disbursement invariably confirms and strengthens the position of CDCs, which already have much of the rights and responsibilities of the artisan diamond sector vested in them, such as, identification of diamond plots, approving licence applications and, not least, overseeing the buying and selling of diamonds. Furthermore, the CDCs are composed of mainly male elites selected by the paramount ruler and generally exclude the participation of other stakeholders, such as women and youths. As such, DACDF disbursement risks maintaining the rift between traditional authorities connected to the formal state bureaucracies and politically marginalised artisan miners—estimated in 2003 to count 200 000–400 000 people—and other rural youths.

According to the World Bank, missed export taxes on illegally exported diamonds could amount to $3 million per year.
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Faced with an artisan diamond sector difficult to bring under control, the government has begun to attract larger kimberlite (deep-shaft) and industrial alluvial mining operations, which had been suspended during the war. Kimberlite diamond production now comprises around 15 per cent of total legal diamond exports. Industrial mining has the potential to stabilize the diamond sector by improving working conditions, raising production levels and legal revenues, and introducing more effective management and marketing. The reality, however, differs. In most of the areas where industrial prospecting and mining takes place, social unrest is rife as a result of communities’ displacement from concessions, unpaid compensations and surface taxes, and concession allocation irrespective of farmers’ properties, local commons and existing artisan mining plots.

Concerns about governance reform

The current governance reforms’ focus on legalization tends to favour industrial mining over artisan mining and extends state control over diamond areas through traditional elites rather than elected local councils and posted civil servants. Meanwhile, most of the labourers working in artisan diamond mines continue to work under deplorable conditions. Rural unemployment—as a result of unequal access to land—draws scores of young people to diamond mining areas, keeping wages low and enabling labour exploitation by local elites, licence holders and other investors and supporters. In turn, popular views of national- and local-level corruption and mismanagement associated with the state’s concession allocation, licensing and controlling efforts motivate artisan miners to evade the legal system and protest against industrial operations. The conditions in the diamond sector that contributed to civil war are to a large extent still present and could spark violence again at the local level.

IV. Case Study: Democratic Republic of the Congo

Resource dimensions of the war in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

The collapse of the infamous regime of President Mobutu Sese Seko of what was then known as Zaire was intimately linked to disastrous economic policies. During the 1970s and 1980s the regime had nationalized almost all foreign and private businesses operating in the country’s various natural resource sectors. Corruption and inefficient management of these semi-
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public companies reduced state budgets to a minimum and led to a collapse of the formal economy. On top of this the government insisted that all trade should pass through the capital, Kinshasa, in the west of the country. Under these circumstances an informal resource-based economy took root in the eastern part of the country during the 1990s, oriented towards markets in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda.36

By tapping into and controlling the informal trade in precious metals and gemstones, Laurent Kabila was able to build an opposition army and overthrow the Mobutu regime in 1997. In the years to come, newly formed armed groups opposing the governments of Laurent (1997–2001) and Joseph Kabila (2001–) would follow the same strategy, often openly supported by either Rwanda or Uganda, in their effort to gain territorial control. Years of civil war in the east of the country also triggered local conflicts over land and resource deposits between ethnically organized militia aligned to either the central government or to foreign powers.

Resource governance in peace negotiations

The peace process in the DRC has been preoccupied with political power sharing and military integration. In the 1999 Lusaka Ceasefire Accord, Laurent Kabila’s government acknowledged territorial control by rebel groups, but halted their advance towards Mbuji-Mayi, a town in Kasai province considered to be critical by the government for its diamond resources and connection to copper mines in Katanga province. The accord froze the opposition’s frontline but also enabled rebel parties—most notably factions of the Congolese Rally Democracy (Rassemblement congolais pour la démocratie, RCD)—to set up parallel administrations regulating and taxing artisan mining operations and even offering concessions to foreign investors.37

Following the accord, the Inter-Congolese Dialogue (ICD), which took place at Sun City, South Africa, from 25 February 2002 to 12 April 2002, led to the signing of a transitional agreement in December 2002 by the government and the main rebel parties. As part of the political accommodation process that led to the formation of a transitional government in June 2003, some key ministry positions—including mining, economic affairs and agriculture—were given to the opposition and former rebel groups. However, Joseph Kabila kept control over most of the country’s revenues and positions within major state-owned mining companies were not shared among signatories as promised in peace negotiations.38 Other promises made by negotiating parties to return illegally acquired property and to protect the national heritage against all forms of looting made during negotiations were not included in the agreement.39 Only the promise of reviewing the content and validity of the economic and financial conventions signed during the war was kept through the work of the Lutundula Commission. However, the

commission’s recommendations to put a moratorium on new contracts, to cancel contracts signed between foreign companies and the state-owned copper-cobalt miner Gécamines, and to take legal action against a number of prominent political and corporate figures were never debated in the Congolese Parliament, precluding any follow-up.\textsuperscript{40}

**Mining in the post-conflict reconstruction period**

The DRC holds roughly 34 per cent of the world’s cobalt reserves, which are critically important to high-technology industries, as well as 10 per cent of the world’s copper reserves. Extraction, refining and distribution of these resources require huge investment and the involvement of foreign corporations. The pull-out of these corporations during the civil war decimated output, and the price for cobalt on the world market rose fivefold during the 1998–2003 Congolese War.\textsuperscript{41} In 2006 the Congolese Government began reviving its core copper and cobalt mining sectors in Katanga province. Major international corporations, which control the rest of the world’s supplies, as well as new competitors are now eager to secure access to Congolese mines and commit to high output targets in the very short term in order to cash in on high prices.

To clean up and stabilize the mining sector, the government—rather than executing recommendations made by the Lutundula Commission—embarked on a new mining review, which was completed in March 2008. Despite renegotiations and clarifications of 60 mining contracts announced to contract-holders, all foreign, the Ministry of Mining stated that it intends ‘to minimize confrontation and solve matters quickly so that the review would have the least possible impact on operations and revenues’.\textsuperscript{42} The government has used findings of outdated and irregularly acquired contracts to put pressure on foreign companies to accept joint ventures in which state-owned companies receive a larger share of revenues than negotiated before. In turn, Western governments—guarding their companies’ interests—have not pressed hard for scrutiny of concession awards.\textsuperscript{43} Present concessionary reforms are a purely legal exercise to judge the validity of contracts negotiated between companies and the state and take no consideration of the actual situation on the ground in valuating the companies’ business practices.

In the mineral-rich Kasai and Katanga provinces, the revived extractive industries have in recent years contributed to political rivalry and violence. Katanga’s mining industry is controlled by non-Katangan administrators, many of whom are from northern regions of the country and are tied to President Joseph Kabila. This generates resentment among Katangans who feel that they do not equally share in the resource wealth of the province.

\textsuperscript{40} Grignon (note 39).
\textsuperscript{43} ‘Le scandale géologique—under investigation again’, *Africa Confidential*, vol. 48, no. 20 (5 Oct. 2007), pp. 6–7.
Attempts to challenge the situation led to the arrests of Katangan politicians in 2005.

The thorniest security issues in Kasai and Katanga provinces relate to conflicts between state and private security personnel who protect formal industrial mining concessions and the 50,000–75,000 artisan producers who enter formal concession areas each day to dig for alluvial cobalt and copper ores. In diamond concession areas around the town of Mbuji-Mayi in Kasai, which are operated by the national diamond mining company Minière de Bakwanga (MIBA), clashes between MIBA security guards and trespassers are intensifying. In Katanga security personnel are reported be involved in illegal smuggling, extortion and violent eviction of artisan miners.

Although the war may be over in large parts of the DRC, both formal and informal resource sectors remain highly militarized, pitting local populations against the state–business alliances. The Ministry of Mining’s review glosses over the issue of militarization in order to safeguard necessary foreign investment and kick-start the national economy after the years of civil war. Foreign companies, having already invested heavily without extraction actually happening, acquiesce to the government’s demand for larger stakes and responsibilities in mining operations, including the provision of security arrangements.

**Persisting war economies in the east**

While the central government has effectively brought the northern and central provinces back under control, several parts of Kivu function as strongholds of rebel groups that refuse to integrate into the national army, prolonging civil war. Two mining sites seem particularly important to these non-integrated groups.

The cassiterite (tin oxide) mine of Bisie in Walikale district, North Kivu, is the most lucrative and contested and is controlled by the non-integrated 8th Brigade, formerly of the Congolese Army. If it were reintegrated into the national army, the 8th Brigade would be dissolved and lose access to profits from a trade estimated to be worth $800,000 per month to the local economy.

While the government suspended all cassiterite production in the district in 2008, mineral trading companies continue to transport ores to
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processing facilities in the DRC and Rwanda, where it is mixed with ores from other parts of the country and then legally transported to South Africa and Belgium for further processing.49

In addition to the rebel groups and non-integrated army brigades, Rwandese Hutu militia and remnant Mai-Mai groups continue to be involved in illegal resource extraction and taxation of minor deposits of cassiterite, coltan and gold in North and South Kivu provinces.50 Although their positions are linked to the presence of natural resources, these resources form no key military objectives. The survival of Hutu militia, however, does give Nkunda’s group a political reason to keep his men under arms. It is of little surprise therefore that the most recent Goma Agreement—signed on 23

50 The term Mai-Mai or Mai-Mai refers to any kind of community-based militia group active in the Second Congo War and its aftermath in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), formed to defend their local territory against other armed groups.
January 2008 by major armed factions in North and South Kivu, but excluding Rwandese Hutu militias—has not led to an end of hostilities. Violent skirmishes and human rights violations continue, and armed groups retain control over their territories, making no effort to demobilize as agreed in Goma.

Scope for UN sanctions

The pervasive war economy in the eastern DRC has so far not generated the necessary international action to obstruct trade in conflict resources as in the cases of Sierra Leone and Liberia. In the period 2000–2003 UN panels of experts documented the ways in which illegal resource exploitation fuelled war in the DRC and called for trade sanctions on the DRC, Burundi, Rwanda and Uganda and financial restrictions against companies involved in illegal exploitation and trade. While the reports led to multinational companies cutting ties with actors in the conflict and to Burundi and Uganda announcing independent enquiries to investigate allegations, no commodity sanctions or company restrictions (on the basis of involvement in illegal resource trade) were declared.

Following a second round of investigations that focused on the link between natural resource revenues and the financing of military activities in 2005 and 2006, the UN panels of experts again called for sanctions based on DRC laws regarding natural resource exploitation. A report by the UN Secretary-General expressed reservations about declaring such sanctions, raising the issue of legality—which, if taken as a benchmark for sanctions, could negatively affect artisan miners who are not the key players in the war economy. Considering the lack of enforcement capacities of the UN and the Congolese Government, the Secretary-General’s report assessed that sanctions would ‘do little to reduce the use of force in extracting minerals, diminish fraud and encourage responsible corporate behaviour’.

As a result of diverging views, no unified recommendation has been made to the UN Security Council. However, Security Council Resolution 1596—added to the 2003 arms embargo in 2005—was applied recently to freeze assets and ban travel of individuals and entities supporting and financing militias in the eastern DRC by means of trade in gold and weapons. According to the panel of experts, measures against key gold traders have halted
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most gold-buying activities in Ituri and North Kivu. Resolution 1596 has not been applied to business parties collaborating with renegade brigades and other militias controlling or fighting over valuable resource deposits other than gold.

V. Conclusions

From analytical perspectives to peacebuilding strategies

Sierra Leone and the Democratic Republic of the Congo are two of the most prominent examples of resource-driven civil wars in Africa. Elements of the three different perspectives on natural resource conflict apply. The environmental scarcity thesis is applicable only in Sierra Leone, where unequal access to land contributed to youth grievances in the run up to civil war. The resource abundance thesis contributes greatly to understanding the link between resource and conflict in both Sierra Leone and the DRC. In both countries, pre-war governments were weakened and lost much of their credibility as a result of mismanagement and corruption in non-renewable resource sectors. Furthermore, easily extractable high-value resources provided revenues for armed parties in both countries to pursue war efforts and survive militarily, thereby intensifying and prolonging civil war. Equally relevant is the political ecology thesis, which helps explain the conflict volatility of both countries’ mining sectors. The modes of resource production and wealth generation in both countries continue to pose security risks as a result of elite capture, labour exploitation, extortion and expulsion of artisan producers and local communities.

The analytical perspectives of the two case studies reveal three dimensions of resource conflict for which peacebuilding strategies are still needed: (a) armed groups actively fighting over resource deposits; (b) soldiers and ex-soldiers predating on informal resource-driven economies; and (c) informal resource-driven economies characterized by labour exploitation, expropriation and criminalization. These dimensions often emerge as stages in local or national conflict cycles, and therefore have separate priorities in terms of policy interventions. Tackling the first dimension most importantly demands firm international action to curb rebel groups’ access to conflict resources and marketing opportunities abroad (this can also have positive spin-off effects on the other two dimensions). Tackling the second dimension demands government-led strategies that accommodate former combatants. Tackling the third dimension involves broad development-oriented resource-governance reforms that improve local livelihoods in war-affected, resource-rich areas. Peacebuilding efforts towards these ends have been implemented with varying degrees of national and international engagement and success in the two countries considered. The following subsections compare experiences, draw lessons and provide some key policy recommendations.

Curbing access to resources

In terms of curbing rebel groups’ access to natural resources and associated revenues, international intervention—by means of commodity sanctions and military enforcement of these sanctions—has been much more feasible in Sierra Leone than in the DRC.

First, the DRC is approximately 32 times larger than Sierra Leone, shares longer borders with more countries and suffers more from infrastructure breakdown. This limits the prospect of enforcing a full commodity embargo in DRC by the relatively small number of UN peacekeepers. Second, rebel groups in the DRC have become highly fragmented, consisting of a large number of relatively small, autonomous operations that draw on several natural resources. Resource commodity chains are tapped into rather than fully controlled. In contrast, in Sierra Leone the relatively unified RUF drew on one single resource and fully controlled key extraction sites, which formed relatively easy and legitimate targets in counter-insurgency operations. Third, eastern DRC’s war economy became practically integrated into that of East Africa—with Rwandan and Ugandan business interests extending deep into the DRC. Although Sierra Leone’s war economy was connected to Guinea, it rested on individual smuggling. Enforcement of sanctions in the DRC would require the full cooperation of Uganda and Rwanda like that provided by Guinea in the case of Sierra Leone. This remains unlikely to happen. Fourth, whereas Sierra Leone’s diamonds are luxury items and not in any way vital to industrial production processes and therefore more susceptible to embargo, the value of DRC’s conflict resources to high-tech industries in western countries explains the UN’s reluctance to advocate sanctions in the Security Council.

These contrasting geographical, political and economic conditions illustrate why the UN Security Council rebuffed the commodity sanctions recommended by panels of experts. However, the case can still be made for selective commodity sanctions (also recommended by the panels of experts) rather than full embargoes on each commodity that is in someway benefiting armed factions. The criteria of calling selective sanctions are argued here to include: the existence of bottlenecks in transport and transformation; a small number of sites where the minerals are mined; a high level of rebel infiltration into the sector; and a low level of local livelihood dependence on the commodity in question. Although more research is needed to quantify and evaluate these criteria for the different resources and political economies in eastern DRC, it can be argued that a ban on cassiterite, pyrochlore and tantalum from mining areas in North Kivu could be enforced by peacekeepers and through legal prosecution of enterprises involved in the commodity chain. Selective commodity sanctions would help to persuade non-integrated brigades to respect the Goma Agreement and proceed with their integration into the Congolese Army. It would also allow the Congolese Government time to review and clarify exploration and exploitation rights to these and other mining sites in
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eastern DRC, most of which have not been included in the current ministry’s mining review process.

**Accommodating rebels**

Unable neutralize rebel groups with military might, the Congolese Government’s peacemaking strategy has been one of political accommodation. As part of the Inter-Congolese Dialogue, rebel leaders—in return for giving up regional military predominance and associated access to resources—were given respectable positions in the government and the national army. The integration of dominant rebel groups in the transitional government successfully reduced fighting in more than half of the territory formerly held by rebel groups. This stands in contrast with Sierra Leone where attempts to accommodate the RUF leadership through power and wealth sharing failed to improve the security situation. Accommodation efforts towards RUF actually intensified resource looting and associated violence.

Whereas the negotiations to accommodate rebel leadership in the DRC proved more successful than the ones in Sierra Leone, the opposite is true for the accommodation of lower ranks. In Sierra Leone individual soldiers were offered significant incentives to put down their arms, give up looting opportunities and enrol in relatively well-funded demobilization and reintegration programmes. 61 Their counterparts in the DRC, who opted for reintegration in the national army, gain little more than $10 a month, while demobilization allowances to ex-combatants are practically unpaid. 62 Considering the bleak prospects for common soldiers in the DRC when opting for integration or demobilization, many prefer to join groups of defected soldiers who continue to make a living in the bush, based on extortion and looting, while hoping to negotiate better positions in the army in the near future. 63 Otherwise, those soldiers who do integrate under poor conditions are inclined to extort from those involved in informal economic activities such as artisan mining. Better-funded military integration programmes in the DRC are needed to keep soldiers from preying on the local informal economy.

The two case studies illustrate that using resource wealth sharing in peace negotiations is counterproductive when the rebel leadership lacks aspiration or capacity to govern the territories they control and instead allows its soldiers to prey on local resources and communities. However, this does not mean that there are no ways in which resource sectors can be used to help demobilize combatants. Artisan mining sectors in both countries absorb many ex-soldiers who are unable to obtain formal employment or reintegrate


Better-funded military integration programmes in the DRC are needed to keep soldiers from preying on the local informal economy.
in the rural economy. The UN and other aid agencies in the DRC should start thinking about how to support artisan mining as part of their reintegration strategy.

**Post-conflict development-oriented resource-governance reforms**

Strategies for state-led post-conflict resource-governance reforms differentiate between Sierra Leone and the DRC. This is largely because of the contrast in modes of resource extraction. In the DRC the resource wealth largely rests in subsoil metals that require multimillion-dollar investment by foreign companies. Thus, the Congolese Government focuses on securing the locations that can attract these investments and at the same time increasing the government’s stake in joint ventures with foreign companies. In Sierra Leone alluvial diamonds—which require little industry to mine—still constitute the main source of potential resource revenues. As a result, Sierra Leone’s governance efforts focus on increasing the level of legal production and exports through local state agents.

Both governments face protest from local communities that largely depend on artisan mining activities. In Sierra Leone the legal approach and intensified law enforcement risks disenfranchising those with limited means to formalize their position in the commodity chain. Increasing the detection and enforcement capacity of mining authorities therefore needs to be accompanied by more competition in diamond dealing, easier procedures to legalize operations and the creation of democratic and transparent licence allocation and verification authorities at local council levels.

The Congolese Government has not yet attempted to increase formal revenues from artisan production as it prioritizes industrial operations. Conflicts between the two in Kasai and Katanga provinces are likely to proliferate in the immediate future. These will require alternative dispute resolution and compensation mechanisms, in combination with cooperative extraction, processing and marketing arrangements between artisan producers and industrial mining companies. Such corporative arrangements would reduce the illegal exports of unprocessed ores, increase local income-generating opportunities and help to increase citizens’ appreciation of industrial mining in their areas. In addition to accommodating artisan producers, government agencies and companies can raise their community credibility by committing themselves to follow sound contracting and payment principles as well as allow or establish oversight mechanisms, such as national or international watchdogs to independently monitor the functioning of state mining authorities, including the security services.
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Both countries also face another acute governance matter: the decentralization of resource revenues. In the DRC official mining revenues are supposed to flow down to provincial governments. However, the constitutional requirement that 40 per cent of national (resource) tax revenues be returned to provincial coffers is yet to be put into practice. Furthermore, the relevant articles of the constitution fail to specify how the money is to be divided between the provincial and lower levels. The Congolese Government needs to step up the financial decentralization process and extend it to sub-provincial levels as well as establish equalization funds to prevent a widening gap between resource-rich border provinces and resource-poor central ones.

Meanwhile, Sierra Leone has made significant efforts to distribute centrally collected taxes among diamond-producing chiefdoms and to devolve licensing functions to chiefdom level. The financial reforms demonstrate the government’s goodwill to inject resource revenues in local development. However, the lack of transparency and responsiveness of chiefly authorities risks creating local resentment. Sierra Leone’s decentralization process would need to provide a better balance of power between chiefly authorities and elected local councils, in order to increase public scrutiny over revenue spending and licensing.

Final remarks

The resource-driven war economies of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Sierra Leone cannot be eliminated by stricter law enforcement alone but will require an approach that re-establishes and democratizes local governance, settles issues of land rights and acknowledges user rights of artisan producers. To date, national and international conflict termination strategies have focused on blocking rebel groups’ access to conflict commodities through sanctions, military interventions and certification schemes. In the post-conflict period, the priorities of national governments have been to increase the volume of legal resource trade and to attract foreign investment in industrial extractive industries. Neither of these approaches helps communities and artisan producers to clarify and strengthen their rights in relation to external investors and the state. If left underdressed, local grievances associated with extractive industries risk jeopardizing the level of peace that has been achieved in Sierra Leone and most of the DRC.


The resource-driven war economies of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Sierra Leone cannot be eliminated by stricter law enforcement alone.
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